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About This Game

Battle Quiz is a classical multiplechoice trivia quiz game, where you have to answer questions like you know it from school of
TV shows. Game uses sterotypes from countries such as: Germany, Russia, USA, France, Italy and many many others. The rules
are simple. Try to complete the quiz by answering all of the questions. It may sound easy, but will require good knowledge and

also some good luck. Many characters to choose from, large question base, and a lots of great fun! Also an important element of
the game are the characters - funny and representative for each nation. But hey, those are only funny stereotypes. Remember-

it's only a game!

 classic quiz game

 tricky questions

 lot of fun

 few nations to choose from
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Title: BattleQuiz
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Rhema Group
Publisher:
Play sp. z o. o.
Release Date: 3 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.4 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256MB Directx 9.0c compatible (Pixel Shader 3.0)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

English,Polish
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Please can you let us play online?. Incorrect spelling, poor controls and the questions are mainly incorrect. Very very very very
very very bad game. Really \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game. A nonsensical trivia game where the answers are
sometimes wrong, the questions are sometimes vague, and the gameplay in-between the trivia is tedious and insane. Also
everything is a stereotype. Could be fun if you're willing to laugh at it, as its madness is the only thing it brings to the table.

Want to see more? Check out the Pudge Preview I recorded of this game! 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3e0LiRXw6wo. PLEASE DONT MAKE THE SAME MISTAKE WE DID.. omg this
game has soo much potential but it has a moron writing the questions with questions like what is big ben (it the bell muppets!!!)
a picture of tower bridge and yet tower bridge is wrong(mate i come from london) and what is venice i put water options land
air water swamp (i not sure if i rite bout that maybe it a massive hidden swamp). oh great, I read .pl and didn't want to get bias

but the quiz seems to be a lot about Poland, and generally it's not a quiz with "categories" or "trivia"

but really: Geography, Politics, historical- .. and any kind of cultural what-not-to-know-about sites and National Monuments...

I'd pick NO for recommendation, but then again you can learn things about monuments or contemporary presidents

my AI couldn't answer a question right *whew* on me.. but he told her to go back to primary school, and I'm glad we didn't
have to learn .. such.. in primary school but really useful things.. or not

however.. the contestant stood there, and once you answer wrong, other contestants may -punish- you.. there was a wheel, maybe
it was supposed to be spun now, but I did that usual -click anywhere- press all keys.. and nothing happened to get the game on

whether I'd recommend it as a fun game, maybe it's a useful one?.. so if you're not interested in other nations and what they
have to offer, this can teach you more about them? or at least about things like what their kings built and who was in charge, or
how THIS landscape belongs to THAT part of the country .. not sure if that teaches you anything about their culture and about
"further insights" however
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